Introduction
Many important processes in the living cell are based on networks of enzyme-controlled chemical reactions where the enzyme activity is strongly temperature dependent; see, for example, [13, 19, 20, 23, 27] . A commonly used parameter to measure the temperature dependence of a chemical reaction is Q 10 , which is defined as the change in reaction rate with a 108K change in temperature. For example, a Q 10 value of 2.0 would imply a two-fold increase in reaction rate with a 108K change in temperature. It is generally accepted that in the majority of cases, Q 10 lies between 2.0 and 3.0 [22] although it should be noted that Q 10 is not necessarily constant over the entire temperature range [37] .
In contrast, there are some enzyme-controlled processes which display a much higher temperature dependence, with Q 10 . 3.0; see, for example, [2, 8, 25, 35] ; and some enzymecontrolled processes which are almost temperature independent (with Q 10 < 1.0); see, for example, [16, 28, 36] . In these temperature independent processes it may be the case that the individual reactions display a strong temperature dependence [19, 20, 23, 27, 31, 37] , but that their combined action contains some adapting step so that the resulting process is virtually temperature independent.
There have been numerous studies on the effects of temperature change upon living organisms: how metabolism may be regulated via enzyme and protein adaptations [31 -34,38,44] , but to our knowledge there has been little theoretical investigation from the traditional enzyme kinetics viewpoint into the mechanisms via which enzyme-controlled reactions compensate for temperature changes [9, 11, 17, [40] [41] [42] .
The main question we address in this study is how temperature changes can influence networks of enzyme reactions. There are many different and very complex mechanisms for temperature control developed during evolution, especially in multicellular organisms. However, in this work, we suggest a mechanism via which a simple system (such as a protein network) can operate as a temperature independent module even if "parts" of that module are temperature dependent.
Initially, we start with a model bienzyme system and show that the steady state concentrations of reacting substrates are dependent on the ratios of the active enzyme concentrations and rate constants. If the rate constants satisfy certain relationships then we show that the system can be almost temperature independent. We illustrate this by considering some commonly occurring bienzyme systems in more detail. In the second part of this article, we apply similar techniques to chains of reversible and non-reversible reactions.
Initial studies: simple bienzyme modules
In this section, we begin our study by considering the simplest kind of bienzyme modules. In each case, an initial substrate (S 1 ) will react with an initial enzyme (E 1 ) to produce a second substrate (S 2 ). This second substrate will react with a second enzyme (E 2 ) to produce either a product (P) or the initial substrate (S 1 ). We illustrate our findings with some commonly occurring metabolic reactions.
A non-reversible bienzyme module
The most simple non-reversible bienzyme module can be written as follows: Using the Law of Mass Action the module can be described simply by the chemical equations shown below:
where 
where e A i is the active concentration of enzyme E i for i ¼ 1,2. It should be noted that the active concentrations of enzymes can be regulated by factors such as temperature, pH, covalent modification and external concentrations of activators and inhibitors [1, 7] . Therefore, a sudden change in temperature may cause a shift in the concentration of active enzyme.
Assuming that the system is in a steady state we have
where K 1 and K 2 are the standard Michaelis-Menten constants given by
Thus, the steady state concentration of S 2 , given by s * 2 , satisfies the equation 
Thus, under the above assumptions, the stationary concentration of S 2 is a simple function of the ratio of the active enzyme concentrations and the rate constants. Note that in order for a feasible steady state to exist, that is for s * 2 . 0, we must have A 2 . A 1 . Figure 1 shows how the steady state concentration of S 2 depends on the rate constants k 2 and k 4 . As expected, as k 2 is increased s * 2 increases and vice-versa for k 4 . The plots are produced using rates within the typical range for a substrate-enzyme reaction. 2.1.1 Example module. The above module and the corresponding biological assumptions can be illustrated by considering a module involved in the regulation of cAMP concentration. The metabolic module can be described as follows:
where AC is Adenylate cyclase, the enzyme transforming Adenosintriphosphate (ATP) to cyclic Adenosinmonophosphate (cAMP) and PDE is Phosphodiestherase, the enzyme transforming cAMP to Mononucleotide (MN). From Refs. [15, 18, 29] , we have that:
where [ATP] 0 is the initial concentration of ATP. Applying equation (13) we can deduce that the stationary concentration of cAMP is given approximately by
where [PDE] A is the active concentration of PDE and
Thus, the stationary concentration of cAMP is a function of the ratio of AC and PDE activities and the rate constants.
Whilst we expect the active enzyme concentrations to depend on temperature, there will also be external factors that may change the number of active receptors. In the metabolic module considered above, changes in AC receptor concentration may be caused by the presence of adrenalin and the Cholera toxin [1] .
A reversible bienzyme system
The most simple reversible bienzyme reaction may be written in the following way:
The end product is simply the initial substrate and hence the system differs little from that of section 1 except that here we do not assume that S 1 is held fixed. Using exactly the same method, the steady state concentration of S 2 is found to be
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where
When the system is in a steady state we have s 1 ðtÞ þ s 2 ðtÞ ¼ s 1 ð0Þ ¼ s 0 1 (this can also be seen by noting that substrate is conserved). In this case, we have an equation for s * 2 :
which can be solved to give
We note that, since the system is conservative, we have non-zero steady states for both S 1 and S 2 even without a supply of S 1 from external factors. If the concentration of S 1 is changed, the system will settle to a new steady state with an adjusted value of s 0 1 . Figure 2 shows plots of the steady state concentration of S 2 as the rate constants k 2 and k 4 are varied, in both the cases A 0 1 =A 1 + 1. Although it appears as if there are two solutions for s * 2 in each plot in figure 2 , in fact only one of these will be feasible. In the case that A 
An example module.
A widespread process that takes place in many living cells is phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. Let us consider a bienzyme module that covalently modifies some protein conformation by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. In this module Protein Kinase (PK) phosphorylates a protein (P) using an ATP molecule as a source of phosphate. Phosphoproteinphosphatase (PH) dephosphorylates the protein:
Assuming that the system is in a steady state and using the method of section 2.2, we can write down an equation for the steady state level of phosphorylated protein:
where K 1 and K 0 2 are as in equation (20)
, [PK] A , [PH]
A are the active concentrations of PK and PH molecules, respectively, and P 0 ¼ ½P þ ½P p . Solving the above we see that
where K 1 and K 0 2 are as in equation (20),
Figure 2. The change in the steady state concentration s * 2 in the closed system whilst k 2 and k 4 are varied. s * 2 is given by equation (22) . In each plot, the rate constant is shown on a log 10 scale, the solid line denotes the solution using the positive square root and the dashed line denotes the solution using the negative square root. 
Discussion: the temperature regulation of bienzyme modules
From the results of the previous sections, we deduce that under certain conditions the steady state concentration of S 2 is dependent on the Michaelis-Menten constants, and the ratios between the rate constants and the active concentrations of enzymes. We now discuss a possible mechanism for temperature compensation. To begin, we discuss the temperature dependence of the rate constants and enzyme activities.
2.3.1 Dependence of rate constants on temperature. If we examine only temperature ranges where protein denaturation is negligible, then the Arrhenius equation predicts the following dependence of rate constant upon temperature:
where B is a constant, E is the activation energy of the reaction, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature (in Kelvin). Suppose that a simple substrate-enzyme reaction S þ E ! P has rate constants k^1, k 2 . Then the associated Michaelis Menten rate constant will be given by
Assuming that the activation energies, E i , are similar then K will be virtually temperature independent. Figure 3 (a) shows a plot of the temperature dependence of a rate constant k according to the Arrhenius equation. Figure 3(b) shows a plot of a Michaelis-Menten rate constant K with each of the constituent rate constants having Arrhenius temperature dependence. We see from figure 3(b) that a 108K change in temperature results in a change in K of about 1%, demonstrating that with similar activation energies the Michaelis-Menten constant, and hence Q 10 , will be virtually temperature independent.
There are several examples in the literature where this phenomenon of temperature independence of the Michaelis-Menten rate constants has been observed. For temperature independence of the parameters in the ATP/AC reaction of section 2.1.1 see, for example, [30, 43] and for a phosphorylation reaction (as in section 2.2.1) see [31] . [3, 10, [12] [13] [14] . Figure 4 shows the expected temperature dependence of s * 2 in the non-reversible reaction given by equation (1) Figure 3 . The change in the rate parameters k and K as the temperature is varied. k is given by the Arrhenius equation (26) and K is given by equation (27) Figure 4 . The temperature dependence of s * 2 for the non-reversible reaction given by equation (1) . s * 2 is given by equation (13 dependencies. In particular, it should be noted that although k 2 and k 4 are highly temperature dependent, the resulting steady state value of S 2 displays a much weaker temperature dependence. In this way, we suggest a mechanism for achieving temperature regulation: suppose that we may write, for example,
Dependence of
where f i denotes the dependence of A i upon temperature, T, and upon a vector, x, of other physiological parameters. Then we can write
Our mathematical analysis suggests that the steady state concentration of the second substrate S 2 can be described as follows:
for some function Q. This analysis holds under certain parameter constraints-whilst the Michaelis-Menten constants display weak temperature dependence-and in both the nonreversible and reversible bienzyme systems. In this case
If the ratio of the A i (A 0 i ) involved displays little temperature dependence we will have j›f 2;1 =›Tj , , 1. Hence ðds * 2 =dtÞ < 0 for suitably smooth functions Q and we see that s * 2 will only display a weak temperature dependence. It is in this way that we suggest a possible mechanism for temperature dependence: that is, if certain relationships between the reaction schemes and temperature dependencies of individual enzyme activities are satisfied. We note that if the temperature of a system is changed then the results of section 2 only hold once the system has reached its new steady state.
Chains of enzyme reactions
In the previous section, we considered bienzyme modules: now we extend this analysis to consider chains of enzyme-facilitated reactions. As before, we will consider both reversible and non-reversible reactions.
An irreversible enzyme chain
Consider the following irreversible sequence of reactions: Using the Law of Mass Action, the module can be described by the chemical equations shown below:
where, unless otherwise explicitly stated, the equations for reactant i hold for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n. Following along exactly the same lines as the analysis for bienzyme systems, and assuming that the concentration of S 1 is fixed by other enzyme systems that we will not explicitly model, we have 
Assuming that the system is in a steady state,
Hence the steady state solution for S i satisfies the equation
. . .; n. Rearranging the above gives s * i in terms of s * i21 :
The steady state concentration of substrate i is therefore given by
Proof of the above is outlined in Appendix B.
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Making the same assumption as in section 2.1, that is, s 0 1 @ K 1 , the approximate stationary solution for S i can be written
To consider temperature dependence we use the same notation as previously:
for some function Q n . Using a similar argument to before, we see that if the ratio of A n =A 1 displays little temperature dependence (so that f n,1 (T) is approximately constant), the steady state concentration of S n will display only a weak temperature dependence: it does not matter that the individual components involved in the reaction may be highly temperature dependent.
A reversible enzyme chain
Consider the following reversible sequence of reactions:
Using the Law of Mass Action, the sequence can be described by the following set of equations:
where, unless otherwise explicitly stated, the equations for reactant i hold for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n.
We have 
Assuming that the system is in a steady state we have, for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n:
In a similar manner as before, for i ¼ 2,3,. . .,n:
the steady state solution, s * iþ1 is given in terms of s * i by
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Proof of the above is outlined in Appendix C.
From previous results, with s
In this case, we note that
Using similar notation as before, if 
In this way, we see that in contrast to the non-reversible system, the steady state concentration of S n is dependent on the temperature dependence of each of the individual reactions: the longer the chain the higher the temperature dependence is likely to be.
Conclusions
In this paper, we used standard reaction kinetics and associated analysis to investigate the temperature dependence of bienzyme modules and long enzymatic chains. Initial models showed that under certain conditions the stationary states of bienzyme modules may be only weakly influenced by temperature, despite strong temperature dependence of the separate reactions, if the reaction rates and enzyme activities show similar temperature dependence. Subsequent models suggest a mechanism for temperature compensation in metabolic chains: non-reversible chains showed a temperature dependence on only the first and final components of the chain whilst reversible chains were shown to display a dependence on every component.
It is important to note that in each case examined here, the system requires a transient period following each temperature change until it reaches a new steady state. The analysis presented here is not valid until the system reaches this steady state. It is also important to note that the results only hold for proteins (substrates) which either do not denature significantly over the temperature range of interest, or which are not labile to temperature.
Example
We now illustrate our theoretical findings with some experimental results from Paramecium caudatum.
P. caudatum is a unicellular organism with the ability to survive over a wide temperature range. Movement is controlled by the beating of cilia arranged around the cell surface and the biomolecular system understood to control cilia beat frequency in P. caudatum is presented in figure 5 . This scheme is based on the data presented in several papers [4, 5, 21, 24, 26] . We note that the scheme shown in figure 5 includes several of the bienzyme modules discussed in section 2. Experimental data suggests that the individual Q 10 for some of the individual reactions involved in this scheme are as follows: Protein kinase, Q 10 < 2:3 [6] ; Phosphatase, Q 10 < 5:0 [35] ; AC, Q 10 < 2:5 2 3:0 [39] .
The dependence of P. caudatum motion velocity upon temperature has been measured and the results are shown in figure 6 : for more details of the experimental procedures used in gathering these results see Appendix A. An estimate of the temperature coefficient, Q 10 , was obtained by considering cilia beat frequency, which itself determines P. caudatum movement velocity. From figure 6, we estimate Q 10 ¼ 1.624, thereby illustrating that the metabolic scheme consisting of a combination of the bi-enzyme modules described above has a temperature dependence that is lower than the temperature dependence of the individual modules. This experimental result supports the theoretical predictions reported here.
Discussion
It could be inferred that evolution has been directed to make the temperature dependencies of enzyme activities close to one another, hence providing a mechanism for compensating against the effects of temperature on some of the main cellular processes. At the same time the dynamic behavior of the considered modules making up these processes remains strongly influenced by the temperature. These results are valid for a range of bienzyme systems: for cGMP metabolism; acetylation; adenylation; and the uridilation of proteins.
The results obtained here can be used in experimental studies of the temperature effects upon living biological systems. Our studies suggest that the effect of temperature upon sophisticated biological processes is determined not only by the presence or absence of Figure 5 . Cilia beat frequency controlling system in P. caudatum. R-receptor, G-G protein, CaCMcalmodulin, AC-adenylate cyclase, GC-guanylate cyclase, PDE i -different phosphodiestherases, cAMP and cGMP cyclic nucleotides, cAMP-PK and cGMP-PK-protein kinases, F-phosphoproteinphosphotase, EFF group of effector proteins, f-cilia beating frequency, I in , I out -passive and active ion currents. The dashed boxes denote the bienzyme modules.
enzymes, but also strongly depends on the structure of the connections between the reactions. In the majority of cases, enzymes control metabolite concentrations in eukaryotes and most of the enzyme reactions are strongly dependent on temperature. Some of the metabolites are the signal agents: for example, cyclic nucleotides, hormones, calcium ions amongst others.
It is important to notice that the condition of similarity of enzymatic activities may not be valid in the whole physiological temperature range. This in particular can be true in the case of cold-blooded animals, due to the structural differences of enzymes forming the bienzyme module. To adapt to wider temperature ranges evolution might have selected two or more isoforms of the same enzyme with different temperature dependencies [22] . This type of adaptation is connected with the change in gene expression; therefore it is quite slow and not considered here.
Having said that, the body temperature of cold-blooded animals can vary over a wide range, whereas in the case of warm-blooded animals the temperature only changes by a few degrees, yet animals remain alive despite these changes. We speculate that the usage of bienzyme modules and non-reversible enzymatic reactions allows for some temperature compensation: it is therefore possible that a system that has highly temperature dependent components is almost temperature independent. We speculate that on time scales shorter than the times required for changes in gene expression, the usage of such modules is sufficient to compensate for the strong temperature dependence of individual enzymes. 
